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The European Junior Doctors Permanent Working Group (EJD / PWG) was formally created in Bad-Nauheim, Germany, in May 1976. Since then, the EJD has become a European Medical Organisation with national memberships, representing over 300,000 Junior Doctors all over Europe.

Austria  Georgia  Malta
Croatia  Germany  Netherlands
Czech Republik  Hungary  Portugal
Estonia  Ireland  Slovenia
Finland  Italy  Spain
France  Latvia  Switzerland
Since 1991, the EJD has had the right to have their representatives to the UEMS Specialist Sections and European Boards.

The EJD representatives in the European Boards have the right to a full vote according to a decision of the UEMS Council of Management of 18 October 1991.

Since 2007 the EJD is also represented in the Multidisciplinary Joint Committees (MJC's).
• 23 EJD representatives
• 6 vice-representatives
  – There are two main functions of an EJD representative at a UEMS S/B/MJC:
  • to represent EJD’s opinion in the meetings
  • to report back to EJD the tasks and discussion of the representatives section so that EJD can receive independent information.
• The EJD Working Groups and Projects were created in the Malta Meeting (EJD Autumn meeting 11-12 of November 2011) and will present their first conclusions in the Spring Meeting in May in Zurich.

• The following Working groups were set up:
  
  – “Task Shifting”,
  – “Emergency Medicine”,
  – “ePortfolio”,
  – “Salary and Demography Survey”.
Political Tasks

• The Projects: preparing drafts on policies
  (will be discussed and approved in the Spring Meeting)

  – Closely monitor EWTD & Qualification Directive
  – Statement on “Freedom of the Profession”

• Preparing survey on transition in medicine
Cooperation with Dr. Thomas Ulmer, MEP on Task Shifting

In an informal meeting with our Colleague Dr. Thomas Ulmer, Member of the European Parliament, the EJD President agreed on a future cooperation in the field of Task shifting.

Besides other up to date topics it was decided to start after the EJD Malta meeting to start on a Working Group within the EJD and then connect via Dr. Ulmer to European authorities.

Further there will be a conference on this topic, planned to be held at the end of 2012 or the beginning of 2013.
Finally the EJD partner association for the JD medical voluntary service in Africa is online!

The link present on EJD page http://juniordoctors.eu/linklist will bring you to the english version of Engera (www.engera.org).

Engera means "bread" in Ethiopian Amharic language.

Engera African People Caring Onlus (Engera) is a secular non-profit association created by a group of medical doctors, nurses and volunteers who were already active in providing health care in Ethiopia in the absence of any official association since 2005. The main aim of Engera is to provide the Ethiopian population with direct medical assistance.

FUTURE MEETINGS

• 11.-12.05.12 EJD Spring Meeting 2012 (Zurich, Switzerland)

• 19.-20-10.12 EJD Autumn Meeting 2012 (Malaga, Spain)

• 10.-11.05.13 EJD Spring Meeting 2013 (Prague, Czech Republic)
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